The Black Horse Inn and nearby Sunken Lanes
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The Black Horse dates from the 16th century and may well have originally been a house. In 1789 it was sold as the
Black Horse. From 1827 ownership passed to a brewery, initially Bass & Ratcliff, to discharge debts. A major fire in
1932 destroyed the thatched roof. It was rebuilt with an additional floor.
This card shows this area referred to as The Bull Ring – although the reason is not known.
Appleby Magna & Parva still have three pubs. But at least 2 have been lost – the Queen Adelaide and the Anchor. The
Appleby Inn was previously called the Moore Arms.
Sunken lanes, also known as holloways, were created by centuries of use by herdsmen or drovers moving cattle.
Mawby’s Lane was previously known as Cow Lane. Widening has changed its appearance, but signs do remain.
The name Stoney Lane usually refers to crofters’ practice of clearing stones from their fields into the lane. In Appleby,
this lane was lined with magnificent Elm trees so that even in the height of summer it was cool and shady. These were
lost to Dutch Elm disease.
This postcard is captioned ‘Bull Ring, Appleby Magna’

This evocative photograph with period clothes and cars,
also shows changes to the pub and street scene. This
shows the pub with a thatched roof and two floors.

The view from Measham Road, down Stoney Lane, gives the best sense of how these lanes looked.

The right side of Duck Lake still looks like this. The
name derives from once frequent flooding. On the left
were 2 farms and cottages now replaced with new
houses.

The route cattle followed through Appleby seems likely
to have been Stoney lane followed by Duck Lake then
Mawby's Lane. Perhaps they stayed at Herdsman’s
Croft on Duck Lake overnight.

